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British Berkefeld
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                Doulton®
home filtration systems

Buy Now
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                British
Berkefeld®
portable filtration systems

Buy Now
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                  Our Story

                

              
          
            
                Expand your knowledge of our brand by watching this video from Doulton®.
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              Intelligent water filtration solutions for both home & on the go.

            

          
      

            Enjoy great tasting filtered water with our range of filtration products crafted to keep you safe from waterborne impurities.
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            Quick buy

      

      
        
          
            British Berkefeld® Stainless Steel Gravity System


  From
    £136.95
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            British Berkefeld® Ultra Sterasyl® (8674)


  
    £18.95
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            Doulton® Taste 2 Bottle with Water Filter


  
    £30.00
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      New arrival
    


          
            Quick buy

      

      
        
          
            British Berkefeld® Ultra Sterasyl® (8674) - Twin Pack


  
    £35.95
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                        The best of life, 
through the best
 of water.

                      
                    
Shop NowFind Out More
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              Which Water Filter System is right for you?
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            Gravity System

          

          
            Are you on the lookout for a convenient and user-friendly system that does not rely on plumbing or electricity? The Stainless-Steel Gravity Filter is the ultimate solution. This filter can be effortlessly positioned on your countertop or wherever it suits your needs. Furthermore, it is highly recommended for caravan and camping adventures!
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            Countertop Systems

          

          
            The countertop system is positioned adjacent to the sink. A diverter tube connects it to your tap, allowing tap water to flow through the filter element for cleaner tasting water.
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            Undercounter Systems

          

          
            If you're looking to improve the quality of your tap water while ensuring a discreet setup beneath your kitchen sink, our undercounter systems offer the perfect solution. These systems need to be connected to the main water supply and will automatically filter water as you use the tap.
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            Replacement Filters

          

          
            With a legacy of almost two centuries, we pride ourselves on meticulously crafting ceramic filter elements. Our filters are infused with a wealth of innovation and expertise, ensuring optimal performance. They seamlessly integrate into Doulton and British Berkefeld systems, as well as other compatible water filtration brands.


          

          
        

      
    

  








  
    
      
      

            
              Click here for more information
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                      Experience the difference of Doulton water - sign up today
                    

                  

                
            

                  
                    Subscribe to our newsletter and get 10% off your first order. 
We send new offers every month.
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                Introducing


              
          

                
                  Taste 2

                

              
          

                Grab the all-new Taste 2 insulated stainless steel water bottle and take your water filter with you. The filter with built-in activated carbon barrier effectively takes out contaminants like chlorine and microplastics for up to 300 litres per filter. So whether you’re at the office or the top of a mountain, you can always enjoy great-tasting water. 
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            Up to 99% removal of common contaminants
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            No electricity needed to run Doulton filters
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            Environmentally friendly
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              Sleep Hydration: Preparing Your Body for a Restful Night
Hydration plays a pivotal role in regulating body temperature and influencing the sleep-wake cycle, directly impacting the quality and duration of sleep. Adequate hydration facilitates efficient body temperature regulation by...
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              Unlocking the Power of Hydration: 11 Remarkable Health Benefits of Drinking Filtered Water
In a world filled with trendy beverages and elaborate concoctions, it's easy to overlook one of the simplest and most powerful elixirs for health – filtered water. The benefits of...
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              The Dangers of Drinking From Plastic Water Bottles
Drinking water is essential to sustain life, and an adequate, safe, and accessible supply must be available to all. Water is the most important component of nutrition, and it plays...
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                    Revolutionary Insulating Gravity System Sleeve!

                  

                
            

                  Our brand-new Insulating Gravity System Sleeve is here to transform the way you enjoy clean, refreshing water, whether you are at home or exploring the great outdoors. 
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                  Stay informed about exclusive offers by subscribing to our newsletter.
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